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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we develop the concept of service betweeen services
in virtual worlds (VW) and services in the real world (RW). In
particular, we show through examples how messaging, web
publishing, and real time multimedia (voice, and video based)
services in a representative VW, Second Life (SL), con be briged
with corresponding services in RV.). We advocate the use of
middleware proxies and synthetic content based sampling
techniques to enable the bridging between the services.
Specifically, we have build a conference site for WWW 2008 in
SL to experiment with some of these concepts to demonstrate how
users can interact with authors, content, and other attendees
through our bridging services in ways that are not available
today..
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1. INTRODUCTION
We are in the midst of a revolution in digital entertainment with
the arrival of networked virtual environments. Consider living in a
world that can transport you to parallel universes yet still maintain
connectivity to the real world. In this paper, we attempt to focus
on the concept of bridging services between the real world (RW)
and the virtual worlds (VW). From the perspectives of a
telecommunications and entertainment service provider, we
believe there are strong motivations for offering such services not
only from a monetary standpoint but also in crafting the next
generation entertainment community.
We started our experiments in Second Life (SL), the poster child
for virtual worlds. In SL, people can use computers to create
virtual live figures, or avatars, and build various objects within a
piece of virtual land. In this computer-generated world, people
fly, build artificial buildings and islands, and explore the
possibility of showcasing their creations to a wider audience. Tens
of thousands of people are "in" Second Life at any given time.
More than eight million people have registered, and SL reports
1.6 million residents have checked in during the last 60 days. A
resident is a uniquely named avatar with the right to log into
Second Life, partake in social activities like a live person in RW,
perform business functions by trading Linden dollars and visiting
the community events [1][2].
VWs can become a disruptive and transformative technology on
the level of the personal computer or the Internet. As quoted in
[4], it's not out of bounds to ask how much of this virtual stuff is
real. In April 2007, the market-research firm Gartner predicted
that by the end of 2011, 80% of active Internet users will have
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some sort of presence in a virtual world. As more and more users
spend longer hours in the VW and use communications and
entertainment services directly in VW, we need to find a way to
bridge those avatars and services to real people and services in
RW.
VWs have too much potential to be passed up from a service
provider’s viewpoint. Various types of services can be provided
(e.g., targeted advertising to the user in SL depending on the
avatar’s topic of interest, location in SL, or activity in SL, cross
collaboration between the user in RW and users logged in to VW
via the web or multimedia, etc. just to name a few). Content in
RW can be pushed to avatars; Figure 1 shows a collaborative
environment for an IPTV show screening. VWs can provide an
immersive environment for end users - particularly for rich media
experiences and, at the same time, offer an opportunity for service
providers to differentiate it from its RW competitors. One can also
publish content from SL and have it prepared for RW
consumption.
Consider a service provider that owns both a social network (such
as Facebook [11]) and Second Life. A Facebook (FB) user can
easily invite real friends in the same social networking group to
come to a social function in the Second Life. She can also find
out who among her friends (a FB term) are hanging out in SL and
where they are located. She can be transported to the location of
her friends in SL so that they can be in the same virtual room if
they so desire. Since Facebook stores all the profile and
networking information of friends in this group, the walls in the
SL room can even be decorated with advertisements that target
this particular social group.
In the rest of the paper, we first take a quick view of SL to
understand the environment in which we conduct our experiments
and its associated challenges. We then present the concept of
bridging services and a logical system architecture in Section 3.
We construct experiments in Second Life with a focus on
demonstrating some of these concepts. In particular, we have
created a SL conference site for WWW 2008 and report results in
Section 4. Specifically, we investigate different bridging
mechanisms such as messaging, a multi-modal phone interface,
location-based services in SL, and searching and browsing
synthetic media. After discussions on related work, we present
the conclusions.
There are many issues we need to address in this approach:
1.

How do we construct a framework for bridging services
within a service provider?

2.

What communication mechanisms do we need to
establish to make VW and RW properly connected?

3.

How does one offer a multimodal experience in VW?

In the IPTV viewing session illustrated in Figure 1, users can
watch and interact at the same time (sharing opinions, gestures,
perhaps even bookmarks of special scene cuts, etc.). From a
service provider’s standpoint, it makes even more sense to
construct a VW for regular IPTV subscribers as a supplemental
differentiated service feature.
VWs provide new business models: VWs are pushing the
frontiers of technology to allow people to do things that are not
possible in real life. The enrichment of experience is brought
about by allowing users to try different business models. (e.g.,
selling virtual real estate made Anshe Chung the first millionaire
in SL [5].) Next generation distance learning is an effective mass
communication mechanism already deployed in VWs today.
Figure 2 [18] shows an example of a training session in progress,
with 65 avatars listening in, which also generated a lot of backchannel discussions.

Figure 1 - Watch your socially networked IPTV in SL

2. EMBRACING VIRTUAL WORLDS
This section highlights the potential of VW and attempts to
motivate the regular user to contemplate using VW.
Living in VW: A user can create a virtual self (avatar) of his
choice to present himself in the VW. People often create a
persona that is completely different from the real self. A virtual
self is usually confined to the limitations of the VW capabilities;
however, VWs offer a more immersive environment when
compared to games and simulations. The possibilities are endless
as to what an avatar can do in a VW (e.g., click to fly, create a
business or just attend a lecture by tuning into one of the many
events that occur everyday). People hang around to meet friends
and create a visual 3-D social network. VWs like SL have their
own currency (Linden dollars) and laws that regulate that society.
The emotional attachment to your avatar will surprise you. In this
paper, we explore the possibility of making this emotional
attachment even stronger by connecting the avatar with your
personal daily lives, perhaps even from a mobile device [22].
Connected through VW: In a virtual landscape, avatars can
teleport from one place to another instantly. Distance learning has
been a killer application for SL, providing an environment where
real conferences can be held without the need for travel and
physical presence. Avatars can participate in a collaborative
session and still perform the things that real world conferences
cater to. Towards the end of the paper, we will discuss our
experiences in creating a similar conference venue and show how
important it is to connect the real person with its VW presence.
Our proposal is that your creations continue to exist well after one
logs out and activities that occur in VW may impact one’s real life
and draw back to the VW in order to accomplish tasks or
participate in relevant.
VW as a service differentiator: Interactions with avatars occur
mainly on a meta-physical level. The sense of a face-to-face
meeting cannot be matched in today’s VW. However, if the
necessary tools and protocols exist that interconnect the RW with
VW, it is possible to co-create, collaborate and complete projects
that are not possible in RW. Usually, co-constructions of large
RW projects require a vast amount of financial backing and
human resources. In VWs, however, avatars can cooperatively
build something very unique in software which is unimaginable in
RW. In the IPTV environment, for instance, live interaction
among user’s communities is a promising new emerging service.
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Figure 2 - Education and training session in progress [18]
Thus our presence in the virtual world not only provides us a new
space to imagine and explore, but it also requires proper
interactions and communication support, especially effective
communication mechanisms across the virtual world and the real
world. An event or a piece of information in VW may trigger an
event in RW; and vice versa. In this paper, we intend to
investigate and build bridging services to make a meaningful
association between VWs and RW.

3. CONCEPTS AND ARCHITECTURE
This section highlights the logical architectural approaches in
designing bridged services, namely by means of a scalable
network proxy. This kind of approach is necessary to keep
flexibility from an operational deployment perspective while at
the same time maintaining a lightweight protocol exchange
between RW and VW.

3.1 Service Bridging
Figure 3 illustrates how the real world community (First Life
users) is connected to the Second Life (SL) community with the
help of a “service enabler” entity in the network. The service
enabler may use a multi-protocol converter (referred to as the
service enabler proxy, MxM, in section 3.3) that allows RW users
to contact their counterpart avatars using regular browsers
(HTTP) or cellular phones (SMS, IM). In addition to traditional
communication services, the service enabler of Figure 3 allows
RW users to search and browse SL content (using the MIRACLE
search engine described in section 3.4). Service components, such
as billing and network monitoring for a sustained quality of

service, are embedded in the service OAM&P (Operation,
Administration, Maintenance, and Provisioning) layer. The
architecture provides an API to allow open access to enhancing
and developing advanced service features. We believe this
framework is different from existing telecommunications services
in the following respects:
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Figure 3 - Service bridging
1.

Telecommunications services have always targeted RW end
user functionality via a combination of triple play
components (voice, video, and data). However, we introduce
service composition ideas that will benefit end users both in
real life as well as in their virtual lives by bridging services
in both worlds. The service enable proxy can maintain the
presence and identify information of a user in each world to
help him communicate with other avatars or real life users
effectively.

2.

Telecommunications services developed for the virtual
community have to be potentially billed using the local
currency in the VW (Linden dollars for SL), and integrated
with traditional billing components. As an example, a
redeemable cash equivalent from Linden dollars is an added
incentive for the end users.

3.

SL community today has little linkages with the regular
mobile users. This framework allows the introduction of new
mobile services. We also extend the concept of regular
location based service in RW to VW by introducing the
concept of Air Graffiti [1] in section 4.4.

3.3 Services Enabler Proxy, MxM
We have designed a mobile multimedia content aggregation and
dissemination platform, MxM, to support mediation of content
between FL and SL.
The MxM platform in Figure 5 is a middleware system that
contains gateways, servers, a message switch and databases.
Gateways send and receive messages or data to and from devices
using different protocols (e.g., http, mail, sms, mms, voice, fax,
SIP, instant messaging, etc.). Messages or requests received from
these gateways are authenticated to identify, whenever possible,
the sender, the user agent, and device profile, and then transmitted
through the message switch to any of the MxM servers. Each
server hosts an identical set of infolets that implement specific
application logic and usually provide access to one or more
information sources. The message switch the set of identical
servers allows MxM to scale up easily based on the volume of the
traffic going through the message switch. An infolet’s output
needs to conform to the destination delivery context for a session
established for the user’s device. The content can also be
personalized based on the user profile stored in the profile
database and adapted according to the device profile.
1
4
Second Life

7
2

Broadcast
Content,

3

Podcast/
Remote
Feeds

SL Infolet

5

3.1.1 Scalable Network Proxy
For a scalable and reliable service, network proxies have to be
instituted such that the interconnectivity of FL and SL
communities do not have any single points of failure. This is
usually facilitated using an overlay network which houses these
proxies. Figure 4 illustrates a suitable distributed deployment.

6

Facebook

3.2 Architectural Components
In the following sections, we describe the principal architectural
components that are used throughout the rest of the paper to
illustrate the above-mentioned concepts. In particular, we describe
a generic services enabler proxy, MxM, a content management
engine, MIRACLE, and a representative virtual world, Second
Life.
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Figure 5 - MxM middleware platform with SL infolet and
external information provider
The MxM platform offers support for information transcoding
(format conversion) in the form of a framework that can be used
by the infolet provider. The gateways which have interfaces to
support various devices can handle the content dissemination to
users, either with a desktop or a mobile device. Additional details
about the predecessor of the MxM platform are described
elsewhere [9][10].

A SL infolet allows users in RW to initiate requests and contact
entities in SL. The SL infolet understands the protocol interfaces
with SL to read or write to this information space. For example,
the SL infolet knows how to bring the user to a music concert in
Apfelland Nachtleben in SL by accessing the SLURL:
http://slurl.com/secondlife/Apfelland%20Nachtleben
/132/159

information is stored in a profile, and then the system returns only
RSS feeds that are related to their interest. This function is
common in RSS readers, but usually the filtering is based only on
RSS metadata. For textual (HTML) RSS feeds, standard
information retrieval methods can be used. MIRACLE extends
these concepts to apply to media feeds, and can position longform media streams at the most relevant playback point.

A typical information flow is described in the following sequence:

3.5 Second Life

1.

A request is initiated by a RW mobile phone user to find
out activities in SL that might be of interest to him (e.g.,
ongoing music concerts that match his taste). The user
may initiate the request through email (on a
Blackberry), a web browser (on an iPhone) or any other
means supported by the MxM gateways.

2.

The email or HTTP gateway in MxM forwards the
request, the identity of the user, and its device profile, to
one of the servers through the message switch.

3.

The server performs the necessary processing to invoke
the target SL infolet, which in turn invokes other
infolets (MIRACLE infolet [10] and Facebook infolet),
if necessary, to finish the task. For example, the
Facebook infolet may be invoked to retrieve the user’s
music interest profile..

4.

Query to MIRACLE for media content in SL that
matches the profile user’s interests and device
capabilities.

5.

Fetch the list of friends from Facebook and invite
friends to the SL event by sending them the SLURL.

6.

The user views and listens to the music concert using
his limited mobile device, while his friends see the
presence of his avatar with them in a SL concert hall,
all enjoying the music concert together.

The MxM platform provides SL access to a variety of
heterogeneous clients (video phones, wireless SIP enabled
phones, set top box, IMS compliant SIP clients). Signaling from
the device will be handled out of band via DTMF (RFC 2833) or
in-band. A facilitated login, video delivery and interactivity can
be provided via a proxy (SIP to SL) to a video processing entity
which samples the SL screen (i.e., via a graphics card with some
video output) and encodes it and adapts it to the different devices.
By means of the video processing capabilities, multiple
simultaneous logins into SL could allow a given user to be present
in multiple locations in SL. The multiple outputs are then
composed in a mosaic fashion on the computer screen.

3.4 The MIRACLE Content Management
Engine
RSS (or Media RSS) can be used to push advertisements into SL.
MIRACLE is a content management engine that allows users to
create their own RSS feeds tailored to their personal preferences
by specifying query terms using an intuitive query syntax. The
queries can be as simple as a single word or phrase, or may
include additional content metadata restrictions such as specifying
a date range or a set of television programs to search. In section 4,
we will illustrate how synthetic content is searched and indexed.
MIRACLE can also be used as the media processing and
streaming server for SL content.
MIRACLE can ingest RSS feeds and perform content-based
indexing and retrieval. Users can specify topics of interest and this
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SL is our representative virtual world of choice. A number of
bidirectional connectivity modes exist in SL namely, CHAT,
HTTP, XML-RPC and voice for inter-communication. Other
VWs exist such as Gaia [13], Vios [14] and There [15] and are
becoming a growing community.
Linden Scripting Language (LSL) – A programmatic interface is
provided by SL to allow third party developers to build scripts
that can be attached to SL objects [3]. We utilize the Linden
scripting language and the communication interfaces to create
prototypes of bridging services.
As detailed in section 4, the various FL-SL interfaces use a
combination of HTTP and CHAT modes (e.g., LlSay, LlShout,
LlRegionSay and LlListen) for our prototypes.

4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
This section illustrates experimental scenarios and tools that we
have created to demonstrate the concept of bridged services
utilizing the above mentioned architectural components. In
particular, we focus on specific connectivity examples using
specific protocols. Our experiments are based on an actual site in
SL that has been purchased for this purpose [16].
Interestingly, we constructed a virtual replica of a conference
venue that we are hoping to demonstrate during WWW 2008 to
validate some of these concepts.
Scenario – A user with a WWW 2008 conference pass will have
the opportunity to enter our SL site and try some of the services
and concepts that are introduced in this paper. In particular, the
user (i.e., user’s avatar in SL) can
1.

observe presentations by keynote speakers in SL

2.

participate in poster/panel discussions, leave messages
for poster authors for follow-ups

3.

communicate with peers in SL while the conference is
in progress

4.

query, either by speech or typed text, an automated
helpdesk to find out information about the conference,
the venue, tourist attractions in Beijing

5.

be part of a location based service in SL (Air Graffiti)
that allows users to leave and pick-up geocoded
messages.

Apart from these interesting facts, we believe the novelty in coorganizing such a conference in SL is to really give the user an
“immersive” feeling and real time collaboration at his finger tips.

4.1 SL WWW 2008 Site Construction
Next we discuss some communication modalities that are the
cornerstones of the bridging services with reference to our
designed SL site.

Posters
(video)

Conference Kiosk
IVR – phone i/f

Talks
(Leave msg)

world. In this particular case, the scanner bot invokes a WiFi
enabled ambient device via a service provider [12].
Click to message author

Keynotes

Audience
Scanner bot

Figure 6 - WWW 2008 SL site construction
Figure 6 shows a snapshot of the virtual conference venue. We
point out certain key features that are enabled:
1.

Keynote speeches are situated on the bottom floor. This
is a video only distribution to each avatar clicking on
the screen. From a service provider perspective,
scalability of video to a large audience is important. We
utilize the MIRACLE platform to store and index each
video. Video is streamed from a QuickTime streaming
server to all viewing endpoints.

2.

Posters and panel sessions are situated on the second
floor. VW users can browse through all selected posters
as in RW and also watch each video presentation (see
Figure 7). We allow users to leave comments for each
presenter for further follow-up, if necessary. For
example, a business card can be left with each presenter
for reference. A VW user may also request to speak to
the VW author in the VW by sending a message with a
SLURL of the user’s exact location. The author may
elect to be teleported to the location to have “face-toface” discussions with the user.

3.

Virtual Conference Kiosk – This kiosk is for users to
connect to RW automated services by using a regular
phone. An avatar can activate an automated helpdesk by
providing a RW phone number, which the helpdesk can
dial. The RW user can than answer the RW call and
inquire about RW information relating to the
conference, including program, venue, accommodation,
transportation, as well as VW related events and
eventually request to be teleported to specific event
locations in SL. Dialing to real phones is necessary to
avoid audio interferences in the area near the Kiosk if
many users want to use the same service.

4.

Scanner bot – This allows conference organizers/
bloggers to scan each floor and report who has visited
this site. The scanner functionality can also be used as a
messaging tool (as will be explained later).

Figure 7 - Interactive poster presentation
For this experiment, we have employed a Nabaztag ambient
device that is able to notify the owner of activities in SL.
Specifically, the RW user can opt to know when his friends are at
a particular talk or if an SL user wants to request someone in RW
to join them for an interesting panel discussion, for example.

Figure 8 - SL scanner bot sensing and notification to FL
The context of this use case is that a user may own such an
Internet appliance (WiFi enabled buddy) that notifies the user
upon detection of SL activity. In RW, the user does not have to be
connected to the Internet or actively logged into SL. The buddy
can relay messages on his behalf either through text-to-speech or
by a non-intrusive “lighting” display. Figure 8 shows the scanner
in operation at the conference venue over a 10 meter footprint.

4.2 Messaging
This section illustrates the possibilities of messaging and its
connection to SL. In particular, we constructed a sensor bot that
scans a prescribed area in SL. As soon as it detects activity in the
area (e.g., if an avatar walks into the vicinity of the scanned
footprint), it activates the SL script which notifies the external
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Figure 9 - Nabaztag message stored at a service provider
The rabbit is awakened upon detecting activity via the
proxy/service provider. The role of the service provider will be to
archive sent and received messages as shown in Figure 9. Another

interesting feature that we have added to the scanner bot is the
ability to push a sentence of text to the external buddy which uses
text-to-speech to relay the message to his owner. The scanner
listens on a particular non-broadcast SL channel (e.g., channel 9)
and pushes this information to RW using HTTP. The service
provider interprets this command and relays it on to the buddy.

FL User

4.3 Voice-enabled Helpdesk in SL
As the VW community grows, being citizens in the virtual land
will require new tools to quickly search information and current
events. In the case of public front-ends such as stores,
conferences, etc. we also envision the ability to support visitors by
providing natural interaction with an automated helpdesk. In the
case of the WWW 2008 SL site, for example, visitors will have
access to a Virtual Conference Kiosk with speech and multimodal
interaction capabilities. A typical use case would be for the
conference participants to find out more about interesting things
to do in and around Beijing. While users are logged into WWW
2008 SL and attend the conference, they can approach the kiosk,
let the object initiate a call to their RW phone, and engage in a
natural dialogue about their interests. One possible embodiment
will require the phone be redirected to an automated spoken
dialogue system similar to the one described in [17] which uses
large vocabulary speech recognition and natural language
processing technologies integrated into a VoiceXML platform.
Occasionally HTML output may need to be rendered (e.g., a map
output, driving directions etc.) in order to clarify the system
response and create a richer user experience. The synchronization
between the SL session and the VoiceXML dialogue interaction is
achieved by pushing HTTP messages through channel 9. Images
are rendered on the virtual device surface when specific states of
the dialogue are reached. An example of helpdesk interaction is
the following:
•

Helpdesk: Welcome to the Virtual Conference Kiosk,
how may I help you?

•

RW user: Where is the conference located?

•

Helpdesk: The conference will be held in the Beijing
International Convention Center in Beijing [shows the
picture of the hotel on the device screen] located at
No.8, Beichendong Road in the Chaoyang District.

•

RW user: How do I reach the hotel from the airport?

•

Helpdesk: The Beijing International Convention Center
is 20 km west of Capital International Airport [shows
map with directions] …

IVR
Service Provider

SL User

Figure 10 - SL multimodal interface

4.4 Air Graffiti in SL
Air Graffiti is an example of a location based service that allows
users in SL to leave messages for other avatars at a particular
location. A location coordinate in SL is defined in terms of (x,y,z)
coordinates (e.g., Ubik 132,208,103).
We propose that to belong to the Air Graffiti community, a GPS
object can be attached to each avatar. This object, apart from
determining its own location, offers two main functions, namely
publish and subscribe.
Location Based Service
enablers

EMAIL
SMS

SL GRID

HTTP

Air Graffiti
database

GPS
Second Life

Figure 11 - Air Graffiti in SL
An avatar can publish a message to other friends or to the entire
Air Graffiti community at a precise location in SL. As part of the
linkage with RW, the object during publishing can also send an
email message to the RW counterpart.

Recently, SL added a new communication channel for users
equipped with audio capabilities to enable residents to talk to one
another. Alternatively, the SL Voice Interface1 associated with the
audio communication channel could be used to establish a voice
connection between SL and RW automated voice services. Our
concept of voice bridging is different from the advertised SL
feature. We present the user with a multimodal interface that
combines the use of voice and HTML/graphics. Displaying web
pages in SL that change dynamically is more challenging since
textures are associated with objects. Thus a combination of voice
and graphics would provide a powerful multimodal interface for
querying in SL as shown in Figure 10.

1

https://wiki.secondlife.com/wiki/Voice
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Figure 12 - Snapshot of GPS attached to an avatar showing
local and absolute positions

For the subscription loop, the object also periodically checks if
any messages are pending to be picked up (contributed by other
avatars). Upon entry into a new grid block, each GPS attached
avatar can check for pending messages. Figure 11 and Figure 12
show a schematic of air graffiti in SL where an avatar has an
attached GPS that can detect its absolute and relative location
coordinates in the SL grid.

4.5 Synthetic Multimedia Search and
Indexing
As in RW, the problem of an overabundance of available media
will plague SL users and video search techniques can be brought
to bear to help users cope with this content explosion and find
content that is of interest to them or their group. Of course, the
RW solutions for searching large video content archives such as
YouTube, Blinkx or other content based retrieval systems can be
'ported' directly into SL (via SL browsers), but this domain brings
up a related problem that has been less well studied: that of
content-based searching of synthetic video material. SL users
capture and share their SL experiences just as in RW. Similarly,
gamers enjoy posting videos of their accomplishments or mods.
(Searching YouTube for the phrase "second life" yields over 50K
videos, and searching "halo" yields over 150K). As graphics
rendering improves, the nature of this content approaches that of
natural video, so that general-purpose content-based retrieval
methods can be applied but in some cases optimized, domainspecific methods may yield improved results. For example,
synthetic video may have less noise and more low spatial
frequency regions and video segmentation algorithms can be
tuned to take this into account to produce more accurate results.
While voice over narration may be present, many times music is
dubbed in - typically in violation of copyright. In the VW context,
systems may also employ shape retrieval methods (see [8]) in an
attempt to recall similar objects or settings given either a 2D
projection or an example 3D object. In the RW, video retrieval
systems struggle to recover metadata such as edit decision lists
that are lost during the video production and distribution chain. In
controlled VWs, it is more practical to log all of the system state
and user actions (e.g., flight events or text messages) and use
these to infer regions of significant activity or interest in a long
recording to guide 3D content browsing and retrieval. The
availability of this information also opens up the possibilities of
replaying the recorded events from a different angle and editing
the events or motions to achieve desired cinematographic effects.

Figure 13 - Content based indexing of synthetic content from a
Second Life tutorial
While it may be more efficient to store the graphics primitives or
to use advanced object coding schemes, typically videos of VW
scenes are encoded using more conventional codecs such as
Windows Media 9 or MPEG-4 AVC. Figure 13 shows the results
of processing such a video; a tutorial that a user posted to
YouTube [6]. The video has been captured from an SL session
and edited with Windows Movie Maker. Titles and voice-over
narration have been added and the video was transcoded multiple
times during the process of capture, editing, and sharing to Flash
format (H.263). MIRACLE, a general purpose video indexing
platform, [7] has been used to perform video content based
sampling, speech recognition, face detection and other operations
to generate additional metadata that can be used for search and
navigation of the content. Figure 13 is a capture from an HTML
user interface for searching and browsing video collections
rendered view in RW, but it could also be incorporated into SL
for retrieval without leaving the virtual environment.

4.6 Dimensioning Service Enabler Proxies
This section provides a glimpse on how to scale service enabler
proxies to handle intermediation between VW and RW.
In this section, we present fan out and end-to-end delay estimates.
Figure 14 illustrates two interfaces that exist between the end user
and its interactions with a VW. Our service enabler proxy
advertises open interfaces (interface A) with the ability to scale as
load continues to increase. For simplicity, interface A shows only
HTTP, EMAIL, SMS/MMS and Voice interfaces. Each interface
has a particular capacity limit that is bounded.
SMTP (Email) / SNPP (pager) protocols are bounded to 20
messages per second per connection.
SMS (SMPP) short messaging and MMS multimedia messaging
services are provided by a clearing house that has agreements to
send messages globally. This interface is throttled by the clearing
house (e.g., in our implementation, a clearing house throttles to 5
messages per second per SMPP connection).

Interface A
(open)

Interface B
(proprietary)

HTTP
EMAIL
SMS

SMTP
SMPP
TTS/ ASR

Voice
RW User

Service Enabler

Second Life

Figure 14 - Scaling service enabler proxies
Voice is provided with the aid of T1 lines connected to the voice
gateway (through an IVR as presented in section 4.3). This scales
with the number of T1 lines (23 B channels per T1).
Interface B is, however, proprietary for a particular VW. In SL,
messaging interfaces are primarily via HTTP and XML-RPC.
From our experiments in the prototypes, message transit time
between SL and the service provider proxy can range between 1
to 5 seconds. This is dependent on the amount of load balancing
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and request rate the SL servers can accommodate. We show in
Table 1 that to support 15000 users with 10% concurrent activity,
a variety of messages can be disseminated via interface A quickly
(e.g., SMTP egress time is 11 sec and SMPP egress time is 30
sec).
Number of endpoints

15000

Fraction of seats to be alerted

10%

Target recipients

150

Avg. SMTP /user

1.5

SMTP dissemination time

11.25 sec

Avg. SMPP /user

1

SMPP dissemination time

30 sec

Avg. Voice /user

2.25

Call duration

1 min

Number of T1 lines

8

Voice dissemination time

1.83 min

[3] Linden Scripting Language (LSL):
http://wiki.secondlife.com/wiki/LSL_Portal

[4] J. Cross, T. O’Driscoll, E. Trondsen, “Another life: virtual
worlds as tools for learning”, eLearn, 2007, Issue 3, March
2007.

[5] Anshe Chung Becomes First Virtual World Millionaire:
http://www.anshechung.com/include/press/press_release2511
06.html

[6] SL Tutorial Video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mVSzh_QTE00

[7] D. Gibbon, Z. Liu, B. Shahraray, "The MIRACLE Video
Search Engine," in IEEE CCNC, January 7, 2006.

[8] Tangelder, J.W.H.; Veltkamp, R.C., "A survey of content
based 3D shape retrieval methods," Shape Modeling
Applications, 2004. Proceedings , vol., no., pp. 145-156, 7-9
June 2004.

[9] Chen, Y-F., et al. “iMobile EE - An Enterprise Mobile
Service Platform,” Wireless Networks 9(4): 283-297. 2003.

5. Related Work

[10] Wei B. et al., “MediaAlert—A Broadcast Video Monitoring

We did not find at the time of th writing any related work on
telecommunication service bridging from RW to VW (as per
section 4). SL supports IM in VW to email in RW and SL Voice
supports voice chat within SL which effectively blurs the RW/VW
barrier. The SL avatar may be doing the talking but the bottom
line is that there are two RW people at each end of the
conversation so in a sense the two worlds are not bridged. Music
and video can be broadcast live or at a later time from RW to VW.

[11] Facebook: http://www.facebook.com

The Second Life media experience has its limitations in that only
up to 50 to 70 avatars can congregate on a parcel of land at a time.
Of course, an event could take place on multiple parcels of land to
accommodate more people. Furthermore, each piece of land can
only receive one video stream at a time. For small trade shows on
SL (which satisfy this limitation) where there is only one speaker
at a time, this is not a problem. Other companies have built more
scalable virtual solutions outside of SL such as Unisfair [19] or
ProtonMedia [21]. The ProtonMedia product ProtoSphere can
support VoIP communications from their client.

6. CONCLUSIONS
We explored the concept of bridging services with respect to
connecting RW users and their VW avatars. We motivate the user
to investigate this fast moving field and tempt the user to use such
bridging services to add a different dimension to one’s life. In
particular, we develop prototypes of these concepts in a
representative virtual world, namely, Second Life. We
demonstrate the usefulness of bridging services by exploring the
various communication modalities that are present, namely
messaging, multimedia publishing, multimodal phone interfaces,
and a virtual location based service. We were encouraged to
construct a replica of a portion of the WWW 2008 conference
venue in SL in the hope that participants at this conference will
find such services meaningful and refreshing.
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